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ABSTRACT

The authors obtained p and d wave neutron strength functions

by analysis of average fast neutron radiative capture cross-

sections for the isotopes 142» 144> 1 4 6' 1 4 8' 15°Nd, 1 4 4' 1 4 7'
148, 149, 150, 152, 154gmf 151, 1 5 3 ^ 156, 158, 160^ ^

, , gr< rpne (ia-fca, a r e compared with results obtained

by other authors, with calculations based on the optical model,

and with computations based on the semi-microscopic approach.

The two usual sources of information for determining neutron

strength functions are data for the region of isolated resonances,

derived from experiments performed with a high energy resolution, and

average neutron cross-section data for the keV neutron energy region.

Analysis of isolated resonances is a means of obtaining the strength

functions directly, but it provides us with resonance parameters relating

to interaction, mainly between s neutrons. The accuracy attainable in

determining strength functions in the resonance region is rather low on

account of a high degree of dispersion in the distribution of neutron

widths and the distances between levels, and at best is only 15-20$.

Moreover, the derived values of the p wave strength function depend to

a large extent on correct identification of the resonances. The nature

of these restrictions is such that we cannot hope for any great progress

in the development of neutron resonance spectroscopy techniques.

In view of the fact that the averaged cross-sections in the keV

region contain a contribution by a large number of neutron resonances,

the statistical variations are usually small and analysis of the data

for determining strength functions may provide functions of greater

accuracy. Hence the main source for obtaining p and d wave strength
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functions is averaged total cross-sections (or transmission cross-

sections) and average fast neutron radiative capture cross-sections.

The problem of deriving strength functions from the averaged

neutron cross-sections can be reduced to breaking down the smooth

cross-section curve into contributions by various processes and partial

waves with different energy dependences calculated in terms of the

statistical theory of nuclear reactions. Techniques based on the

analysis of total and radiative capture cross-sections differ greatly

as regards the possibility of deriving average resonance parameters

and reliability of the results. The main difference is that for most of

the intermediate and heavy nuclei in the keV energy region the elastic

scattering of neutrons with orbital moment £ = 0 (resonance and potential

scattering) makes the principal contribution to the total cross-section.

Hence analysis of the total cross-sections enables us to derive reliably
i

only the strength function S and the potential scattering radius R
for s neutrons, while the result of our search for p and d wave strength

functions depends greatly on the assumptions made with regard to S and

R when subtracting from the total cross-section the contributions made

by resonance and potential scattering of the S wave.

At the same time, since barrier factors prevent the capture of p

and d neutrons to a lesser extent than they hamper their scattering,

and also in view of the fact that there is virtually no "potential"

capture of neutrons, the contributions of s, p and d waves to the total

radiative capture cross-section are intercomparable even for neutron

energies of -• 100 keV. Hence when analysing the average capture cross-

sections we can hope for greater reliability and oan accurately isolate

the contributions of neutrons with orbital moment i « 1.2, and, in th is

way, determine the strength functions for p and d neutrons.

In this paper we consider p and d wave neutron strength functions
which we derived from an analysis of averaged radiative capture cross-
sections for the rare earth element isotopes: ^ f ^f ^ f ^ f

^ N d , 1 4 4 ' 1 4 7 - 1 5 4 an, ^ ^ 156, 158, 160^ ^ 166, 168, 1 7 0 ^

together with indium, tantalum and gold isotopes, over the 5-350 keV
neutron range [ l ] . The averaged neutron capture cross-sections were
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analysed in terms of the statistical theory of nuclear reactions on

the basis of the maximum probability method and taking into account the

correlation properties of the errors in the experimental data and

derived parameters.

Rare earth nuclei are interesting from the standpoint of the behaviour

of neutron strength functions in relation to atomic weight. In this

region the 4S resonance lies in the s wave neutron strength function

and, according to the predictions of the optical model, we can expect

a deep minimum and 3d resonance in the force functions for p and d

neutrons. If, however, there is a great deal of experimental data

available for S , the results for S and S. are considerably less reliable

and detailed. The state of the experimental strength function data for

p and d neutrons is shown in Figs 1-4 which, along with our results,

also indicate those obtained by other authors and the results of

theoretical calculations. It can be seen from Pig. 1 that the experi-

mental data for p wave strength function in the region of nuclei under

investigation lie in a broad band ranging from 0.07 x 10 to 7 x 10 ,

with a great deal of variation from one nucleus to another. However,

closer scrutiny reveals that the results obtained by several authors

seem to be unreliable. The reason for this is either the indefinite

nature of the initial experimental values or the limitations of the

procedure used to derive the strength functions from the data analysis

(narrow range of neutron energies and only an approximate description

of the cross-sections). The same can be said of most of the experimental

data obtained earlier for the d wave neutron strength function. Our

own results seem more valid for a number of reasons. First, they are

derived from an analysis of capture cross-sections that have been measured

over a broader neutron energy region and possess fairly high accuracy

and reliability. Second, in the analysis based on the maximum probability

method we determined both neutron Sa and radiation S strength functions

at the same time, hence the mean resonance parameters obtained are

consistent with one another. Third, by adopting a single approach we

obtained systematic data for a large number of nuclei in the region of

atomic weights under consideration.

Comparison of the experimental data for the p wave strength function

for A = 140-170 with different theoretical calculations based on the optical
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model suggest the following conclusions: the calculations made at

the RPI [2] from the spherical model give low values of S.. for

A = 155-170. This deep minimum is not confirmed by the bulk of the

experimental data. Calculations based on the collective model (coupled

channel method used at the RPI [2] and the Perey-Buck non-spherical

potential [4]) provide a better description of the experimental data.

The rather low minimum for A = I6O-I65 predicted by them is also in

agreement with the experimental data. These conclusions are brought

out a l l the more clearly by a comparison of our results with the RPI

calculations based on the coupled channel method (Fig. 2) .

For the d wave neutron strength function the spherical optical model

predicts a broad maximum at A ~ I65 [3 ] . Our values for S confirm this

resul t . Furthermore, our data show that the peak appearing in the

dependence of S,? on A in the region of A - I65 sp l i t s into two maxima lying

in the region A - 153 and A = 166. This behaviour on the part of S?(A)

is similar to the well-known deformational sp l i t of the /\S resonance in

the neutron wave function S for A ~ 160.

o

Over the last few years Solov'ev and co-workers have developed a

semi-microscopic approach to describe the structure of the excited atomic

nuclei s tate [5 ] . The neutron force functions S1 and S? calculated

in Ref. [6] on the basis of th is approach are shown also in Figs 3 and 4«

I t should be pointed out that they agree sat isfactori ly with our own

experimental data both for p and d wave neutron strength functions over

a broad range of nuclei.
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Figs 1 and 2. p-wave neutron strength function. Experimental data:

• our own data; A data from analysis of isolated

resonances; D data from average total cross-sections or

transmission sections; O data from average neutron capture

cross-sections. Theoretical calculations: ••• spherical-

optical model [2]; coupled channel method [2] for 100-

and 3OO-keV neutrons; - • - • - non-spherical optical model

of Perey and Buck [4]; X calculated by Solov'ev's semi-

microscopic approach [6], nr»c~r~n 1 n > r

. . I • I • I I I I I I 1Atomic weight

Atomic weight

Figs 3 and 4. d-wave neutron strength function. Experimental results:

% our own data; Q data from analysis of average neutron

capture cross-sections; O data from average total cross-

sections. Theoretical calculations: ••• spherical optical

model [3]; X calculations based on the semi-microscopic

approach [6],
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